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Copper: upside risks becoming more pronounced

CONTACTS

Given both the recent macro and micro developments in Copper, below is a quick update on these, as well as positioning and
technicals.

Nicky Shiels

Its well-known that the market is lying very underweight with certain exchange positioning running net short (CME). While current
Algo/CTA shorts may well be in the money with little impetus to cover, the recent headline risk and price reaction is insightful:
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Trade risk: Trumps comments today on trade ("very good telephone conversation with President Xi...We will be having an
extended meeting next week at the G-20") and the subsequent rally in most trade sensitive assets (from SPX, Oil, CNH,
Copper) indicates there is little-to-no premium priced into a potential US/China trade deal at G-20. Recent rhetoric Wilbur Ross, etc - had centered on perhaps an 'agreement in principle' with an actual trade deal at G-20 very unlikely. Copper (and other trade sensitive assets) are simply not pricing in the (small) chance of a mini-deal.
Macro risk: Draghi comments (rate cuts are an option in the absence of inflation improvement) was also somewhat out of
left field if price reaction in the EUR was any indication. However, more importantly, the response from Trump claiming its
"unfair to the US" was enough to drive yields even lower and marginally lift expectations of a Fed cut tomorrow, as
investors begin pricing in the serious threat of global currency depreciation talk / wars.
Micro risk: Codelco went on strike (and is operating at 50% capacity*) on Friday and Glencore announced they'd shut their
Zambian Copper smelter until year-end. However, Copper continued to make new lows until today, indicating that the micros matter less with all the focus on top-down demand indicators (the effect of the trade dispute increasingly showing up in
data and reaffirmed by Chinas Industrial output at lowest in 17 yrs and incredibly soft auto sales). The news that Codelco
strike turned violent overnight was enough of a trigger for 3m prices to turn bid and probe upsides / ~$5900
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Page 2: Graphs, HG Short Positioning & Technicals Analysis —

*On average, the size of buybacks
is 45K contracts, over a ~40 day
time-span, that results in an average HG rally of ~9%.

How Copper prices decide when to react to news events/headlines and developments has become increasingly tricky and more
unpredictable, but todays sharp $100 reprice to settle above $5900 hints, that at the very least, (weak) Copper shorts are exiting.
Thus on Page 2 is a useful and (oversimplified) historical analysis of past short covering episodes*

Overall, the 5 factors driving a cautious purchase outlook and outlined in the recent piece (a focus on Copper...) are still
largely applicable. The 3 increasingly important factors Copper shorts really need to contend with are 3) Chinese macro
demand indicators show a range growth rates that seem out of sync with a 5-handle, 4) Chinas construction sector thanks largely to the PBOCs recent stimulus package - has yet to impact Copper demand due to innate lagged effects,
5). Theres a growing belief that US and/or Chinese policy makers will respond with more easing measures. That is in
conjunction with a new (and growing) belief and threat that a protracted trade war simply defers (or deters) necessary
producer investment, required in an industry where Coppers uses are expanding, given the global shift to all things
electric...
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HG Positioning:



HG paper shorts “own” a record >100,000 contracts (graph 1, panel 2). Positioning
has swelled to peak levels on 7 different occasions since 2015 (highlighted)



On average, the size of buybacks is 45K contracts, over a ~40 day time-span,
that results in an average HG rally of ~9%.



The largest response - or 'squeeze' - is a +27% in Copper prices (Q4’16 where 52K
lots were bought back); the smallest response is -1%.



If current short positioning of 100K contracts has to revert back to recent historical
floor seen in 2018/9, that equates to 51K of buybacks



Gross long positioning is very underweight (bullish exposure has most likely been
channeled into wingy upsides options instead)

Technicals:



LME Copper closed at $5949 (highest since end of May / pre-Mexican tariff threat).



$5800 has been the notable floor (over 9 months, theres been 3 large attempts to
convincingly break this handle, resulting in consolidation & an upswing)



While $5800 has currently held (solid physical demand as noted by plenty of Copper
producers & premium pricing), theres still a lurking death cross above ($6130-6170)



We retain that the rough comfort zones for Copper, all else equal (steady macro risk/
sentiment and stable >200k mt deficit) are:
 "Trade progress" = $6200 - $6500,
 “Trade escalation" = $5800 - $6100,
 "Trade neutrality": $6100—6400

*Chuquicamata mine produced 320K mt last year, or ~25% more than what Scotiabank has penciled
as a deficit for 2019. Still this strike effects other mines/divisions as the smelter shut down processes
ore from the northern division.
**7 short covering episodes taken between 2015 and 2019 when gross HG shorts peaked at >70K
contracts (2015) or >80K contacts (2016-19)
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The information contained in this presentation is being provided for information and discussion purposes only. An investment decision should not be made solely on the basis of the contents of this
presentation. This presentation is being provided upon the express understanding that no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made, or responsibility of any kind accepted, by The Bank
of Nova Scotia, Scotiabank Europe plc, or any of their respective affiliates (“Scotiabank”TM), their directors, agents or employees with respect to the completeness or accuracy of the information, conclusions and opinions provided herein, or as to the achievement or reasonableness of any projections, targets, estimates, or forecasts and nothing in this presentation should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. Past performance or simulated past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.. This
presentation has not been prepared (i) by a member of the research department of Scotiabank, or (ii) in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment
research. It is considered a marketing communication for regulatory purposes and is solely for the use of sophisticated institutional investors. This presentation does not constitute investment advice or
any personal recommendation to invest in a financial instrument or “investment research” as defined by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority and the UK Financial Conduct Authority, and its content
is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
The information contained in this presentation reflects prevailing conditions and our judgment as of the date of the presentation, all of which are subject to change or amendment without notice, and
the delivery of any such amended information at any time does not imply that the information (whether amended or not) contained in this presentation is correct as of any time subsequent to its date.
Scotiabank undertakes no obligation to update or correct any information contained herein or otherwise to advise as to any future change to it. Scotiabank does not provide any applicable tax, accounting or legal advice and in all cases independent professional advice should be sought in those areas.

This presentation incorporates information which is either non-public, confidential or proprietary in nature, and is being furnished on the express basis that this information will not be used in a manner
inconsistent with its confidential nature or be disclosed to anyone other than as may be required by law or to those who have been informed of the confidential and proprietary nature of this presentation. This presentation and its contents are strictly confidential to the person to whom it is delivered and may not be copied or distributed in whole or in part or disclosed by such persons to any other
person without the prior written consent of Scotiabank. This presentation and the information contained herein remain the property of Scotiabank.
This presentation is not and shall not be construed as an offer, invitation, recommendation or solicitation to sell, issue, purchase or subscribe any securities or bank debt in any jurisdiction or to enter
into any transaction. Nothing in this document contains a commitment by Scotiabank to sell, issue, purchase or subscribe for financial instruments, or securities, to provide debt or to invest in any way
in any transaction described herein, or otherwise provide monies to any party. Any participation by Scotiabank in any transaction would only be provided in writing after satisfactory legal, financial, tax,
accounting and commercial due diligence, as well as being subject to internal approval processes. Any transaction implementing any proposal discussed in this document shall be exclusively upon
the terms and subject to the conditions set out in the definitive agreement related thereto.
This presentation is not directed to or intended for use by any person resident or located in any country where the distribution of such information is contrary to the laws of such country. Scotiabank, its
directors, officers, employees or clients may currently or from time to time own or hold interests in long or short positions in any securities referred to herein, and may at any time make purchases or
sales of these securities as principal or agent. Scotiabank may also have provided or may provide investment banking, capital markets or other services to the companies referred to in this presentation.
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